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Abstract ID : 4

The LHCb turbo stream

Abstract

The LHCb experiment will record an unprecedented dataset of beauty and charm hadron
decays during Run II of the LHC, set to take place between 2015 and 2018. A key computing
challenge is to store and process this data, which limits the maximum output rate of the
LHCb trigger. So far, LHCb has written out a few kHz of events containing the full raw
sub-detector data, which are passed through a full offline event reconstruction before being
considered for physics analysis. Charm physics in particular is limited by trigger output rate
constraints. A new streaming strategy includes the possibility to perform the physics analysis
with candidates reconstructed in the trigger, thus bypassing the offline reconstruction. In the
“turbo stream” the trigger will write out a compact summary of “physics” objects containing
all information necessary for analyses, and this will allow an increased output rate and thus
higher average efficiencies and smaller selection biases. This idea will be commissioned and
developed during 2015 with a selection of physics analyses. It is anticipated that the turbo
stream will be adopted by an increasing number of analyses during the remainder of LHC
Run-II (2015-2018) and ultimately in Run-III (starting in 2020) with the upgraded LHCb
detector.
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Optimizing the transport layer of the ALFA
framework for the Intel Xeon Phi co-processor

Abstract
ALFA is the common framework of the next generation software for ALICE and FAIR high
energy physics experiments. It supports both offline and online processing which includes
ALICE DAQ/HLT/Offline and the FairRoot project. The framework is designed based on a
data-flow model with message-oriented middleware (MOM) serving as a transport layer. By
using multiple data-flows concurrently it facilitates parallel processing which maps naturally
to emerging multi-core and many-core computing architectures.
With the introduction of the Intel Xeon Phi co-processor in the industry it is interesting
to investigate whether it can be used by ALFA to increase the processing efficiency. The
co-processor can be used in three main computing modes. These are offload in which portions
of code are accelerated on the device, native where the full program is executed on the device
and symmetric where complete tasks are executed on the device and the host processor. For
acceleration via offloading there are many competitive platforms such as GPUs and FPGAs.
Although Xeon Phi can be used as an accelerator, it is particularly interesting to investigate
the possibility of utilizing the co-processor in the symmetric mode of operation. Since it
is x86_64 compatible it is possible to port complete task processes to the device and take
advantage of the manycore architecture. It is also worth noting that the next generation of
the Xeon Phi codenamed Knights Landing (KNL) will be manufactured in a socket variant
as well. The research of using the co-processor as an independent node as opposed to just
an offload accelerator can serve as a preliminary study for the future KNL servers.
The software components ported to the device will be connected with the rest of the system
via the transport layer therefore there is strong motivation to optimize it for Xeon Phi. The
metrics against which it is optimized are throughput, latency and energy consumption,
with throughput being the primary target. The two core MOM technologies of choice for
ALFA are ZeroMQ and NanoMSG. The out-of-the box versions of these libraries use primarily
TCP as the transport protocol which is known to provide limited performance on Xeon Phi
in terms of data transfer throughput. In this effort these libraries are extended with support
for SCIF, the Xeon Phi native transport protocol over PCIe and additionally with the
Co-processor Communication Link (CCL), an RDMA technology used for efficient internode
communication. By introducing these extensions we will demonstrate improvements in the
data transfer performance by collecting performance monitoring results both in isolation
with micro-benchmarks and integrated in the ALFA framework with the respective transport
layer benchmark. A successful completion of the optimizations of the transport layer will
improve the performance of NanoMSG and ZeroMQ on Xeon Phi. This achievement will
potentially make this architecture a viable choice for certain use cases for ALFA which will
further enrich its heterogeneous computing capabilities.
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ATLAS Jet Trigger Performance in LHC Run I and
Initial Run II Results

Abstract
The immense rate of proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) must be
reduced from the nominal bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to approximately 1 kHz before the
data can be written on disk offline. The ATLAS Trigger System performs real-time selection
of these events in order to achieve this reduction. Dedicated selection of events containing
jets is uniquely challenging at a hadron collider where nearly every event contains significant
hadronic energy.
Following the very successful first LHC run from 2010 to 2012, the ATLAS Trigger was
much improved, including a new hardware topological module and a restructured High
Level Trigger system, merging two previous software-based processing levels. This allowed
the optimization of resources and a much greater re-use of the precise but costly offline
software base. After summarising the overall performance of the jet trigger during the first
LHC run, the software design choices and use of the topological module will be reviewed.
The expected performance of jet trigger for the second LHC run, to start in 2015, will be
described together with the available commissioning measurements from early data taking.
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Abstract ID : 49

Real-time flavour tagging selection in ATLAS

Abstract

In high-energy physics experiments, online selection is crucial to identify the few interesting
collisions from the large data volume processed. In the overall ATLAS trigger strategy, b-jet
triggers are designed to identify heavy-flavor content in real-time and, in particular, provide
the only option to efficiently record events with fully hadronic final states containing b-jets.
In doing so, two different, but related, challenges are faced. The physics goal is to optimise
as far as possible the rejection of light jets from QCD processes, while retaining a high
efficiency on selecting jets from beauty, while maintaining affordable trigger rates without
raising jet energy thresholds. This maps into a challenging computing task, as charged tracks
and their corresponding vertexes must be reconstructed and analysed for each jet above the
desired threshold, regardless of the increasingly harsh pile-up conditions. The performance
of b-jet triggers during the LHC Run 1 data-taking campaigns is presented, together with
an overview of the new online b-tagging strategy and algorithms, designed to face the above
mentioned challenges, which will be adopted during Run 2.
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Automated workflows for critical time-dependent
calibrations at the CMS experiment.

Abstract
Fast and efficient methods for the calibration and the alignment of the detector are a key
asset to exploit the physics potential of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector and to
ensure timely preparation of results for conferences and publications.
To achieve this goal, the CMS experiment has set up a powerful framework. This includes
automated workflows in the context of a prompt calibration concept, which allows for a quick
turnaround of the calibration process following as fast as possible any change in running
conditions.
The presentation will review the design and operational experience of these workflows and the
related monitoring system during the LHC RunI and focus on the development, deployment
and commissioning in preparation of RunII.
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Kalman Filter Tracking on Parallel Architectures

Abstract
Power density constraints are limiting the performance improvements of modern CPUs. To
address this we have seen the introduction of lower-power, multi-core processors, but the
future will be even more exciting. In order to stay within the power density limits but still
obtain Moore’s Law performance/price gains, it will be necessary to parallelize algorithms to
exploit larger numbers of lightweight cores and specialized functions like large vector units.
Example technologies today include Intel’s Xeon Phi and GPGPUs.
Track finding and fitting is one of the most computationally challenging problems for event
reconstruction in particle physics. At the High Luminosity LHC, for example, this will be
by far the dominant problem. The need for greater parallelism has driven investigations of
very different track finding techniques including Cellular Automata or returning to Hough
Transform. The most common track finding techniques in use today are however those based
on the Kalman Filter. Significant experience has been accumulated with these techniques on
real tracking detector systems, both in the trigger and offline. They are known to provide
high physics performance, are robust and are exactly those being used today for the design
of the tracking system for HL-LHC.
Our previous investigations showed that, using optimized data structures, track fitting with
Kalman Filter can achieve large speedup both with Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi. We report here
our further progress towards an end-to-end track reconstruction algorithm fully exploiting
vectorization and parallelization techniques in a realistic simulation setup.
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Abstract ID : 69

COMPUTING STRATEGY OF THE AMS-02
EXPERIMENT

Abstract

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) is a high energy physics experiment installed and
operating on board of the International Space Station (ISS) from May 2011 and expected
to last through Year 2024 and beyond. The computing strategy of the AMS experiment is
discussed in the paper, including software design, data processing and modelling details,
simulation of the detector performance and overall computing organization.
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Energy Reconstruction using Artificial Neural
Networks and different analytic methods in a Highly

Granularity Semi-Digital Hadronic Calorimeter.

Abstract
The Semi-Digital Hadronic CALorimeter(SDHCAL) using Glass Resistive Plate Chambers
(GRPCs) is one of the two hadronic calorimeter options proposed by the ILD (International
Large Detector) project for the future (ILC) International Linear Collider experiments.
It is a sampling calorimeter with 48 layers. Each layer has a size of 1 m2 and finely segmented
into cells of 1 cm2 ensuring a high granularity which is required for the application of the
Particle Flow Algorithm (PFA) in order to improve the jet energy resolution which is the
corner stone of ILC experiments.
The electronic of SDHCAL provide 2-bit readout. It is equiped with power pulisng mode
reducing the power consumption and thus heating related problems.
The performance of the SDHCAL technological prototype was tested successfully in beam
tests at CERN during 2012. The next beam test will take place at CERN in December 2014
with new improvements in hardware developments. Results of this test beam will be shown.
One of the main points to be discussed concerns the energy reconstruction in SDHCAL.
Based on Monte Carlo Simulation of the SDHCAL prototype with Geant4, we will show
different analytic energy reconstruction methods. We will present the single particle energy
resolution and the linearity of the detecor response to hadrons obtained with these methods.
In particular, we will highlight a new approch based on the Artificial Neural Networks used
in the energy reconstruction and giving promising results compared to the classical analytic
methods. Results will be presented for both simulation and real data in the aim to compare
them. In the same context, we will discuss the application of The Artifical Neural Network
to purify the beam test data from contamination. Results of particle separation obtained
with the Artificial Neural Network will be shown and compared to classical event selection
methods.
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Abstract ID : 98

The PandaRoot Software and Message Queues

Abstract

Panda is one of the main experiments at the future FAIR facility at Darmstadt, featuring
antiproton induced reactions for beam momenta of 1.5-15 GeV/c. The PandaRoot software
provides detector simulations, reconstruction as well as physics analysis. It is based on
the FairRoot framework, developed at GSI, employing standard software for high energy
physics such as ROOT and Virtual Monte-Carlo as well as highly efficient data transport
via message queues. In preparation for data taking and reconstruction at high interaction
rates up to 20 MHz without a dedicated hardware trigger the software is being redesigned to
run on a continuous stream of data with message queues, recently introduced in FairRoot,
instead of the common linear processing chain approach. Efficient online reconstruction as
well as software triggering on physics regions of interest are being developed to sufficiently
reduce the background level sufficiently to store the data for in-depth offline reconstruction
and analysis. This contribution will give an overview on PandaRoot, recent developments
and the perspective to the future with a focus on the new message queue scheme.
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ATLAS Monte Carlo production Run-1 experience
and readiness for Run-2 challenges

Abstract
In this presentation we will review the ATLAS Monte Carlo production setup including the
different production steps involved in full and fast detector simulation. A report on the
Monte Carlo production campaigns during Run-I, Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) and status of
the production for Run-2 will be presented. The presentation will include the details on
various performance aspects. Important improvements in the workflow and software will be
highlighted.
Besides standard Monte Carlo production for data analyses at 7 and 8 TeV, the production
accommodates for various specialised activities. These range from extended Monte Carlo
validation, Geant4 validation, pileup simulation using zero bias data and production for
various upgrade studies. The challenges of these activities will be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 119

The CMS Tier-0 goes Cloud and Grid for LHC Run 2

Abstract

In 2015, CMS will embark on a new era of collecting LHC collisions at unprecedented rates
and complexity. This will put a tremendous stress on our computing systems. Prompt
Processing of the raw data by the Tier-0 infrastructure will no longer be constrained to
CERN alone due to the significantly increased resource requirements. In LHC Run 2, we
will need to operate it as a distributed system utilizing both the CERN Cloud-based Agile
Infrastructure and a significant fraction of the CMS Tier-1 Grid resources. In another big
change for LHC Run 2, we will process all data using the multi-threaded framework to
deal with the increased event complexity and to ensure efficient use of the resources. This
contribution will cover the evolution of the Tier-0 infrastructure and present scale testing
results and experiences from the first data taking in 2015.
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Abstract ID : 139

The ATLAS fast chain MC production project

Abstract

During the last years ATLAS has successfully deployed a new integrated simulation framework
(ISF) which allows a flexible mixture of full and fast detector simulation techniques within
the processing of one event. With the ISF, the simulation execution speed could be increased
up to a factor 100, which makes subsequent digitisation and reconstruction processing the
dominant contributions to the MC production CPU cost. The slowest components of both
digitisation and reconstruction are within the Inner Detector due to the complex signal
modelling needed in the emulation of the detector readout and in reconstruction due to the
combinatorial nature of the problem to solve, respectively. Alternative fast approaches have
been developed for these components: for the silicon based detectors a simpler geometrical
clustering approach has been deployed replacing the charge drift emulation in the standard
digitisation modules, and achieves a very high accuracy in describing the standard output.
For the Inner Detector track reconstruction, a Monte Carlo truth based trajectory building
has been deployed for bypassing the CPU intensive pattern recognition. All components
have been, together with the ISF, integrated into a new fast MC production chain, aiming
to produce fast MC simulated data with acceptable agreement with fully simulated and
reconstructed data at a processing time of seconds per event.
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Abstract ID : 147

Preparing ATLAS Reconstruction for LHC Run 2

Abstract

In order to maximize the physics potential of the ATLAS detector during LHC’s run 2, the
Reconstruction software has been updated. Flat computing budgets required a factor of three
improved run time, while the new xAOD data format forced changes in the reconstruction
algorithms. Physics performance improvements have been made in the reconstruction of
various objects, using improved techniques like particle flow, multivariate discriminants, etc.
This talk will present an overview of the improvements that have been made.
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Abstract ID : 148

Status and future evolution of the ATLAS offline
software

Abstract

The talk will give a summary of the broad spectrum of software upgrade projects to prepare
ATLAS for the challenges of the soon coming LHC Run-2. Those projects include the
reduction of the CPU required for reconstruction by a factor 3 compared to 2012, which
was required to meet the challenges of the expected increase in pileup and the higher data
taking rate of up to 1 kHz. As well, the new Integrated Simulation Framework (ISF) has
been put into production. By far the most ambitious project is the implementation of a
completely new Analysis Model, based on a new ROOT readable reconstruction format
xAOD, a reduction framework based on the train model to centrally produce skimmed data
samples and an analysis framework. The Data Challenge 2014 has been a first large scale
test of most of the foreseen software upgrades. At the end of the talk an overview will be
given of future software projects and plans that will lead up to the coming Long Shutdown
2 as the next major ATLAS software upgrade phase.
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Abstract ID : 163

ATLAS strategy for primary vertex reconstruction
during run-II of the LHC

Abstract
Based on experience gained from run-I of the LHC, the ATLAS vertex reconstruction
group has developed a refined primary vertex reconstruction strategy for run-II. With
instantaneous luminosity exceeding 10ˆ34 cm-2 s-1, an average of 40 to 50 pp collisions
per bunch crossing are expected. Together with the increase of the center-of-mass collision
energy from 8 TeV to 13 TeV, this will create a challenging environment for primary vertex
pattern recognition.
This contribution explains the ATLAS strategy for primary vertex reconstruction in high
pile-up conditions. The new approach is based on vertex seeding with a medical-imaging
algorithm, adaptive reconstruction of vertex positions, and iterative recombination of oc-
casional split vertices. The mathematical foundation and software implementation of the
method are described in detail. Monte Carlo-based estimates of vertex reconstruction
performance for LHC run-II are presented.
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Abstract ID : 173

Alignment of the ATLAS Inner Detector Upgraded
for the LHC Run II

Abstract

ATLAS is equipped with a tracking system built using different technologies, silicon planar
sensors (pixel and micro-strip) and gaseous drift- tubes, all embedded in a 2T solenoidal
magnetic field. For the LHC Run II, the system has been upgraded with the installation of a
new pixel layer, the Insertable B-layer (IBL). Offline track alignment of the ATLAS tracking
system has to deal with about 700,000 degrees of freedom (DoF) defining its geometrical
parameters. The task requires using very large data sets and represents a considerable
numerical challenge in terms of both CPU time and precision. The adopted strategy uses a
hierarchical approach to alignment, combining local and global least squares techniques. An
outline of the track based alignment approach and its implementation within the ATLAS
software will be presented. Special attention will be paid to integration to the alignment
framework of the IBL, which plays the key role in precise reconstruction of the collider
luminous region, interaction vertices and identification of long-lived heavy flavor states.
Techniques allowing to pinpoint and eliminate tracking systematics due to alignment as well
as strategies to deal with time-dependent variations will be briefly covered. Performance
from Cosmic Ray commissioning run and status from proton-proton collision in LHC Run II
will be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 174

ATLAS Tracking Detector Upgrade studies using
the fast simulation engine (FATRAS)

Abstract

The successful physics program of Run-1 of the LHC with the discovery of the higgs boson
in 2012 has put a strong emphasis on design studies for future upgrades of the existing LHC
detectors and for future accelerators. Ideas how to cope with instantaneous luminosities way
beyond the current specifications of the LHC in future tracking detectors are emerging and
need sufficiently accurate Monte Carlo simulation techniques to be evaluated. In ATLAS,
testing alternative layouts through the full simulation and reconstruction chain is a work-
intensive program, which is probably not worth following to full detail for all test layout
configurations. We present a novel technique implemented for ATLAS that allows fast
definitions of realistic detector layouts in the ATLAS TrackingGeometry library and run the
fast simulation program (FATRAS), followed by a fast digitisation and reconstruction chain.
The code is also implemented without dependencies on the ATLAS software in the context
of the Future Collider Collaboration (FCC) framework.
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Abstract ID : 182

Implementation of the ATLAS Run 2 event data
model

Abstract

During the 2013-2014 shutdown of the Large Hadron Collider, ATLAS switched to a new
event data model for analysis, called the xAOD. A key feature of this model is the separation
of the object data from the objects themselves (the auxiliary store’). Rather being stored as
member variables of the analysis classes, all object data are stored separately, as vectors
of simple values. Thus, the data are stored in astructure of arrays’ format, while the user
still can access it as an ‘array of structures’. This organization allows for on-demand partial
reading of objects, the selective removal of object properties, and the addition of arbitrary
user-defined properties in a uniform manner. It also improves performance by increasing the
locality of memory references in typical analysis code. The resulting data structures can be
written to ROOT files with data properties represented as simple ROOT tree branches. This
talk will focus on the design and implementation of the auxiliary store and its interaction
with ROOT. Results on reconstruction and analysis performance will also be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 203

Evolution of ATLAS conditions data and its
management for LHC run-2

Abstract
The ATLAS detector consists of several sub-detector systems. Both data taking and Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation rely on an accurate description of the detector conditions from every
sub system, such as calibration constants, different scenarios of pile-up and noise conditions,
size and position of the beam spot, etc. In order to guarantee database availability for
critical online applications during data-taking, two database systems, one for online access
and another one for all other database access have been implemented.
The long shutdown period has provided the opportunity to review and improve the run-1
system: revise workflows, include new and innovative monitoring and maintenance tools
and implement a new database instance for run-2 conditions data. The detector conditions
are organized by tag identification strings and managed independently from the different
sub-detector experts. The individual tags are then collected and associated into a global
conditions tag, assuring synchronization of various sub-detector improvements. Furthermore,
a new concept was introduced to maintain conditions over all the different data run periods
into a single tag, by using Interval of Validity (IOV) dependent detector conditions for the
MC database as well. This allows on-flight preservation of past conditions for data and MC
and assure their sustainability with software evolution.
This contribution presents an overview of the commissioning of the new database instance,
improved tools and workflows, and summarizes the actions taken during the run-2 commis-
sioning phase beginning of 2015.
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Abstract ID : 209

Optimisation of the ATLAS Track Reconstruction
Software for Run-2

Abstract

Track reconstruction is one of the most complex elements of the reconstruction of events
recorded by ATLAS from collisions delivered by the LHC. It is the most time consuming
reconstruction component in high luminosity environments. After a hugely successful Run-1,
the flat budget projections for computing resources for Run-2 of the LHC together with the
demands of reconstructing higher pile-up collision data at rates more than double those in
Run-1 (an increase from 400 Hz to 1 kHz in trigger output) have put stringent requirements
on the track reconstruction software. The ATLAS experiment has performed a two year
long software campaign which aimed to reduce the reconstruction rate by a factor of three
to meet the resource limitations for Run-2: a major part of the changes to achieve this were
improvements to the track reconstruction software and will be presented in this contribution
. The CPU processing time of ATLAS track reconstruction was reduced by more than a
factor of three during this campaign without any loss of output information of the track
reconstruction. We present the methods used for analysing the tracking software and the
code changes and new methods implemented to optimise both algorithmic performance
and event data. Although most improvements were obtained without dedicated targetting
concurrency strategies, major parts of the ATLAS tracking software were updated to allow
for future improvements based on parallelism which will also be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 258

New developments in the FairRoot framework

Abstract
The FairRoot framework is the standard framework for simulation, reconstruction and data
analysis developed at GSI for the future experiments at the FAIR facility.
The framework delivers base functionality for simulation, i.e.: Infrastructure to easily
implement a set of detectors, fields, and event generators. Moreover, the framework decouples
the user code (e.g.: Geometry description, detector response, etc.) completely from the
used MC engine. The framework also handles the Input/Output (IO). The output of single
detectors (tasks) can be switched on (made persistence) or off (transient) in a simple and
flexible way.
For reconstruction and/or data analysis the user code is organized in modular tasks that
implement the different states of a state machine. The order in which these tasks are executed
is defined via a so-called steering macro. This scheme allows a very flexible handling of the
reconstruction and data analysis configurations, it also allow for mixing of simulation and
data reconstruction. Reconstruction tasks can run separately after simulation or directly on
the fly within the simulation.
The modular design of the framework has allowed a smooth transition to a message queue
based system, which makes it possible to parallelize the execution of the tasks without
re-designing or re-writing the existing user code. The new design also allows implementing
the processes in different programming languages or on different hardware platforms. For
the communication between the different processes modern technologies like protocol buffers
and Boost serialization are also used.
The framework with a focus on the basic building blocks and the transition to the message
queue based system will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 267

Optimization of the LHCb track reconstruction

Abstract

The LHCb track reconstruction uses sophisticated pattern recognition algorithms to recon-
struct trajectories of charged particles. Their main feature is the use of a Hough-transform
like approach to connect track segments from different subdetectors, allowing for having
no tracking stations in the magnet of LHCb. While yielding a high efficiency, the track
reconstruction is a major contributor to the overall timing budget of the software trigger of
LHCb, and will continue to be so in the light of the higher track multiplicity expected from
Run II of the LHC. In view of this fact, key parts of the pattern recognition have been revised
and redesigned. We will present the main features which were studied. A staged approach
strategy for the track reconstruction in the software trigger was investigated: it allows
unifying complementary sets of tracks coming from the different stages of the high level
trigger, resulting in a more flexible trigger strategy and a better overlap between online and
offline reconstructed tracks. Furthermore the use of parallelism was investigated, using SIMD
instructions for time-critical parts of the software or - in a later stage - using GPU-driven
track reconstruction. In addition a new approach to monitoring was implemented, where
quantities important for track reconstruction are monitored on a regular basis, using an
automated framework for comparing different figures of merit.
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Abstract ID : 276

CMS reconstruction improvements for the tracking
in large pile-up events

Abstract
The CMS tracking code is organized in several levels, known as ‘iterative steps’, each
optimized to reconstruct a class of particle trajectories, as the ones of particles originating
from the primary vertex or displaced tracks from particles resulting from secondary vertices.
Each iterative step consists of seeding, pattern recognition and fitting by a kalman filter,
and a final filtering and cleaning. Each subsequent step works on hits not yet associated to
a reconstructed particle trajectory.
The CMS tracking code is continuously evolving to make the reconstruction computing load
compatible with the increasing instantaneous luminosity of LHC, resulting in a large number
of primary vertices and tracks per bunch crossing.
The major upgrade put in place during the present LHC Long Shutdown will allow the
tracking code to comply with the conditions expected during Run2 and the much larger
pile-up. In particular, new algorithms that are intrinsically more robust in high occupancy
conditions have been developed, iterations have been re-designed (including a new one,
dedicated to specific physics objects), code optimizations have been deployed and new
software techniques have been used. The speed improvement has been achieved without
significant reduction in term of physics performance.
The methods and the results are presented and the prospects for future applications are
discussed.
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Abstract ID : 277

Event Reconstruction Techniques in NOvA

Abstract

The NOvA experiment is a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment utilizing the
NuMI beam generated at Fermilab. The experiment will measure the oscillations within
a muon neutrino beam in a 300 ton Near Detector located underground at Fermilab and
a functionally-identical 14 kiloton Far Detector placed 810 km away. The detectors are
liquid scintillator tracking calorimeters with a fine-grained cellular structure that provides
a wealth of information for separating the different particle track and shower topologies.
Each detector has its own challenges with the Near Detector seeing multiple overlapping
neutrino interactions in each event and the Far Detector having a large background of cosmic
rays due to being located on the surface. A series of pattern recognition techniques have
been developed to go from event records, to spatially and temporally separating individual
interactions, to vertexing and tracking, and particle identification. This combination of
methods to achieve the full event reconstruction will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 290

Integration of DD4hep in the Linear Collider
Software Framework

Abstract

The DD4hep detector description toolkit offers a flexible and easy to use solution for
the consistent and complete description of particle physics detectors in one single system.
It provides software components addressing visualisation, simulation, reconstruction and
analysis of high energy physics data. The Linear Collider community has adopted DD4hep
early on in the development phase and actively participated in the design of the toolkit.
The CLICdp and ILD detector working groups have reimplemented their simulation models
in DD4hep, thereby ensuring a well defined hierarchy of the model, an accurate material
description and a flexible scaling behaviour for the purpose of detector optimisation. In
parallel, an interface for reconstruction offering a high level view on the detector geometry
has been developed. It is based on surfaces assigned to detector components, which provide
access to all relevant material properties and allow for fast and efficient navigation during
track and calorimeter reconstruction. In this talk we give a brief introduction to DD4hep,
then focus on the description of the new simulation models and the reconstruction interface
and its application to track reconstruction and particle flow at the ILC and CLIC.
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Abstract ID : 306

Cellular Automaton based Track Finding for the
Central Drift Chamber of Belle II

Abstract

With the upgraded electron-positron-collider facility, SuperKEKB and Belle II, the Japanese
high energy research center KEK strives to exceed its own world record luminosity by a
factor of 40. To provide a solid base for the event reconstruction within the central drift
chamber in the enhanced luminosity setup, a powerful track finding algorithm coping with
the higher beam induced backgrounds is developed at DESY. Pursing a bottom-up approach,
which is less susceptible to the increased number of background hits compared to global
event reconstruction techniques such as the Hough transformation and its successors, we
present a generalization of the cellular automaton. While maintaining the high execution
speed by circumventing the combinatorial backtracking in the graph of local hit information
and extrapolations naturally arising in bottom-up approaches, this so called weighted cellular
automaton integrates the adaptiveness of the Hopfield network into the original algorithm.
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Abstract ID : 319

Continuous Readout Simulation with FairRoot on
the Example of the PANDA Experiment

Abstract
Future particle physics experiments are searching more and more for rare decays which
have similar signatures in the detector as the huge background. For those events usually
simple selection criteria do not exist, which makes it impossible to implement a hardware-
trigger based on a small subset of detector data. Therefore all the detector data is read out
continuously and processed on-the-fly to achieve a data reduction suitable for permanent
storage and detailed analysis.
To cope with these requirements of a triggerless readout also the simulation software has to
be adopted to add a continuous data production with pile-up effects and event overlapping
in addition to the event wise simulation. This simulated data is of utmost importance to get
a realistic detector simulation, to develop event-building algorithms and to determine the
hardware requirements for the DAQ system of the experiments. The possibility to simulate
a continuous data stream was integrated into the FairRoot simulation framework. This
running mode is called time-based simulation and a lot of effort was taken that one can
switch seamlessly between event-based and a time-based simulation mode.
One experiment, which is using this new feature, is the PANDA experiment. It utilizes a
quasi-continuous antiproton beam with a mean time between interactions of 50 ns. Because
of the unbunched structure of the beam the interaction time follows a Poisson statistics with
a high probability of events with short time distances. Depending on the time resolution
of the sub-detectors this leads to an overlap of up to 20 events inside a sub-detector. This
makes it an ideal test candidate for the time-based simulation.
In this talk the way the time-based simulation was implemented into FairRoot will be
presented and examples of time-based simulations done for the PANDA experiment will be
shown.
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Abstract ID : 326

Monitoring tools of COMPASS experiment at CERN

Abstract
Nowadays, all modern high energy physics experiments are substantially dependent on fast
and reliable data acquisition systems that are able to collect large quantities of data supplied
by various detectors. To ensure smooth and errorless operation, it is necessary to control
and monitor the behavior and state of processes running in the system.
COMPASS is a high energy particle experiment with fixed target located at SPS at CERN
laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. This poster briefly introduces the data acquisition system
of COMPASS and is mainly focused on the part that is responsible for the monitoring of
the nodes in the whole newly developed data acquisition system of the experiment.
The technical shutdown of CERN during years 2013 and 2014 has been used to upgrade
the data acquisition system of the COMPASS experiment. Both new harware, which uses
PFGA cards for event building, and new software has been developed and deployed. The
monitoring of the system is managed by tools called Message Logger and Message Browser.
The Message Logger is a simple console application that collects informative and error
messages. The messages are received via standard switched network and the communication
is handled by the DIM library. The DIM library is a communication tool originally designed
and developed for the DELPHI experiment at CERN. It provides C++, JAVA, and Python
interfaces. The relevant collected messages are then saved into the central COMPASS DAQ
MySQL database.
The Message Browser is a tool with a graphical user interface created in Qt framework based
upon a MVC (model - view - controller) design pattern. It is used to fetch and display
messages previously stored by the Message Logger. It also features so called “online mode”
which serves for acquisition of new messages via network at the time of their origin (this
works similarly to the Message Logger). This functionality saves time and system resources
- the new messages are displayed immediately and the program does not need to poll the
database for new messages. Even though the Message Browser is connected to other nodes
via the DIM service, it is designed to run independently from the other nodes (it requires
only the database to be connected). Therefore it allows quicker response from the operators
of the experiment in case of unexpected behavior or crash of the data acquisition system of
the experiment. The Message Browser is also equipped with ordering and rich and intuitive
filtering options (by all parameters of the messages).
The central data acquisition database stores system configuration and the messages. The
Message_log table is expected to be the largest table in the database. Because the Message
Browser requires high amount of data from the database, the Message_log table uses the
MyISAM storage engine that is optimized for environments with heavy read operations.
For further increase in speed, several indices are created on some of the columns, most
importantly on the Stamp column (ordering by the time of the creation of the message is
most important).
The poster also contains performance tests of the created monitoring tools.
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Abstract ID : 353

Efficient time frame building for online data
reconstruction in ALICE experiment

Abstract

After Long Shutdown 2, the upgraded ALICE detector at the LHC will produce more than
a terabyte of data per second. The data, constituted from a continuous un-triggered stream
data, have to be distributed from about 250 First Level Processor nodes (FLPs) to O(1000)
Event Processing Nodes (EPNs). Each FLP receives a small subset of the detector data
that is chopped in sub-timeframes. One EPN needs all the fragments from the 250 FLPs
to build a full timeframe. An algorithm is being implemented on the FLPs with the aim
of optimizing the usage of the network connecting the FLPs and EPNs. The algorithm
minimizes contention when several FLPs are sending to the same EPN. An adequate traffic
shaping is implemented by delaying the sending time of each FLP by a unique offset. The
payloads are stored in a buffer large enough to accommodate the delay provoked by the
maximum number of FLPs. As the buffers are queued for sending, the FLPs can operate
with the highest efficiency. Using the time information embedded in the data any further
FLP synchronization can be avoided. Moreover, “zero-copy” and multipart messages of
ZeroMQ are used to create full timeframes on the EPNs without the overhead of copying
the payloads. The concept and the performance measurement of the implementation on a
computing cluster are presented.
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Abstract ID : 357

Kalman Filter based algorithms for PANDA @ FAIR

Abstract
PANDA at the future FAIR facility at Darmstadt, Germany, is an experiment with a cooled
antiproton beam in a range between 1.5 and 15 GeV/c, allowing a wide physics program in
nuclear and particle physics. High average reaction rates up to 2 * 10ˆ7 interactions/s are
expected. Panda is the only experiment worldwide, which combines a solenoid field and a
dipole field in an experiment with a fixed target topology. As a consequence, the tracking
system must be able to reconstruct high momenta in the laboratory frame, up to several
GeV/c.
The tracking system of PANDA involves the presence of a high performance silicon vertex
detector, a GEM detector, a Straw-Tubes central tracker, a forward tracking system, and
a luminosity monitor. The first three of those, are inserted in a solenoid homogeneous
magnetic field (B=2T), the latter two are inside a dipole magnetic field (B=2Tm),
The offline tracking algorithm is developed within the PandaRoot framework, which is a
part of the FAIRROOT project. The algorithm is based on a tool containing the Kalman-
Filter-equations and a deterministic annealing filter [GENFIT]. The Kalman-Filter-based
routines can perform extrapolations of track parameters and covariance matrices.
We present first results of an implementation of GENFIT2 in PandaRoot. In GENFIT2,
different track representations are available, such as a helix representation for the solenoid
field and a parabola representation for the dipole field. In the intermediate field region,
Runge-Kutta-equations are used to take into account B field inhomogeneities. Resolutions
and efficiencies for different beam momenta and different track hypotheses will be shown.
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Online tracking with GPUs at PANDA

Abstract
The PANDA experiment is a next generation particle detector planned for operation at the
FAIR facility, currently under construction in Darmstadt, Germany. PANDA will detect
events generated by colliding an antiproton beam on a fixed proton target, allowing studies
in hadron spectroscopy, hypernuclei production, open charm and nucleon structure.
The nature of hadronic collisions means that signal and background events will look very
similar, making a conventional approach, based on a hardware trigger signal generated by a
subset of the detectors to start the data acquisition, unfeasible. Instead, data coming from
the detector are acquired continuously, and all online selection is performed in real-time. A
rejection factor of about 1000 is needed to reduce the data rate for offline storage, making
the data acquisition system computationally very challenging.
Adoption of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) in many computing applications is increasing,
due to their cost-effectiveness, performance, and accessible and versatile development using
high-level programming paradigms such as CUDA or OpenCL. Applications of GPU within
HEP include Monte Carlo production, analysis, low- and high-level trigger.
Online track reconstruction of charged particles plays an essential part in the event recon-
struction and selection process. Our activity within the PANDA collaboration is centered
on the development and implementation of particle tracking algorithms on GPUs, and on
studying the possibility of performing online tracking using a multi-GPU architecture. Three
algorithms are currently under development, using information from the PANDA tracking
system: a Hough Transform; a Riemann Track Finder; and a Triplet Finder algorithm, a
novel approach finely tuned for the PANDA STT detector. The algorithms are implemented
on the GPU in the CUDA C language, utilizing low-level optimizations and non-trivial data
packaging in order to exploit to the maximum the capabilities of GPUs.
This talk will present details of the implementation of these algorithms, together with
first performance results, and solutions for data transfer to and from GPUs based on
message queues for a deeper integration of the algorithms with the FairRoot and PandaRoot
frameworks, both for online and offline applications.
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Abstract ID : 412

Data-driven estimation of neutral pileup particle
multiplicity in high-luminosity hadron collider

environments

Abstract

The contamination from low-energy strong interactions is a major issue for data analysis
at the Large Hadron Collider, particularly with reference to pileup, i.e. to proton-proton
collisions from other bunch crossings. With a view to improving on the performance of
pileup subtraction in higher-luminosity regimes, particle weighting methods have recently
been proposed whereby the weights are used to rescale the particle four-momentum vectors.
We describe an algorithm based on a different approach that instead employs the weights to
reshape the particle-level kinematic distributions in the data. We have applied the algorithm
to the task of estimating the number of neutral pileup particles in different kinematic regions
inside individual simulated events. Because of the simplicity and parallelisation potential of
this technique, we foresee the possibility of using it in conjunction with existing methods at
the reconstruction level in future high-luminosity hadron collider environments.
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Abstract ID : 414

Alignment and calibration of Belle II tracking
detectors

Abstract

The Belle II experiment will start taking data in 2017. The SuperKEKB accelerator will
deliver a factor 40 higher luminosity in comparison to its predecessor, KEKB, to acquire a 50
times larger data sample of B-B[U+0305] events. In order to manage higher occupancy and
background, a new silicon vertex detector consisting of two inner layers of DEPFET pixel
sensors surrounded by four layers of double-sided strip sensors will be installed. The high
target performance of the detector, in particular vertex and momentum resolution, motivated
the development of reliable alignment and calibration procedures. Combined with calibration
of the upgraded drift chamber tracker, this task requires advanced software design and
considerable computing resources. We present track-based alignment and calibration of the
vertex and tracking detector using the global approach of the Millepede II tool in combination
with an advanced track parametrization by the General Broken Lines (GBL) model. The
procedure is implemented within the software framework of the Belle II experiment and GBL
has also been integrated into the experiment-independent track-fitting toolkit GENFIT.
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Abstract ID : 422

ALFA: The new ALICE-FAIR software framework

Abstract
The commonalities between the ALICE and FAIR experiments and their computing re-
quirements lead to the development of large parts of a common software framework in an
experiment independent way. The FairRoot project has already shown the feasibility of such
an approach for the FAIR experiments and extending it beyond FAIR to experiments at
other facilities. The ALFA framework is a joint development between ALICE Online-Offline
(O2) and FairRoot teams.
ALFA is designed as a flexible, elastic system, which balances reliability and ease of devel-
opment with performance using multi-processing and multi-threading. A message-based
approach has been adopted; such an approach will support the use of the software on different
hardware platforms, including heterogeneous systems. Each process in ALFA assumes limited
communication and reliance on other processes. Such a design will add horizontal scaling
(multiple processes) to “vertical scaling” provided by multiple threads to meet computing
and throughput demands. ALFA does not dictate any application protocols. Potentially, any
content-based processor or any source can change the application protocol. The framework
supports different serialization standards for data exchange between different hardware and
software languages. The concept and design of this new framework as well as the already
implemented set of utilities and interfaces will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 429

Simulation and Reconstruction Upgrades for the
CMS experiment

Abstract

Over the past several years, the CMS experiment has made significant changes to its detector
simulation and reconstruction applications motivated by the planned program of detector
upgrades over the next decade. These upgrades include both completely new tracker and
calorimetry systems and changes to essentially all major detector components to meet the
requirements of very high pileup operations. We have untaken an ambitious program to
implement these changes into the Geant4-based simulation and reconstruction applications
of CMS in order to perform physics analyses to both demonstrate the improvements from
the detector upgrades and to influence the detector design itself. In this presentation, we will
discuss our approach to generalizing much of the CMS codebase to efficiently and effectively
work for multiple detector designs. We will describe our computational solutions for very
high pileup reconstruction and simulation algorithms, and show results based on our work.
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Abstract ID : 439

A design study for the upgraded ALICE O2
computing facility

Abstract
An upgrade of the ALICE detector is currently prepared for the Run 3 period of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN starting in 2020. The physics topics under study by
ALICE during this period will require the inspection of all collisions at a rate of 50 kHz for
minimum bias Pb-Pb and 200 kHz for pp and p-Pb collisions in order to extract physics
signals embedded into a large background.
The upgraded ALICE detector will produce more than 1 TByte/s of data. Both collision
and data rate impose new challenges onto the detector readout and compute system. Some
detectors will not use a triggered readout, which will require a continuous processing of the
detector data.
Although various online systems are existing for event based reconstruction, the application
of a production system for time-based data processing and reconstruction is a novel case
in HEP. The project will benefit from the experience gained with the current ALICE High
Level Trigger online system, which already implements a modular concept combining data
transport, algorithms and heterogeneous hardware. Processing of individual events will
however have to be replaced by the continuous processing of the data stream segmented
according to a time-frame structure.
One challenge is the distribution of data within the compute nodes. Time-correlated data sets
are received by the First Level Processors (FLP) and must be coherently transported to and
aggregated on the Event Processing Nodes (EPN). Several approaches for the distribution
of data are being studied. Aggregated time-frame data is processed on the EPN with
the primary goal to reconstruct particle properties. On-the-fly and short-latency detector
calibration is necessary for the reconstruction. The impact of the calibration strategy to
the reconstruction performance is under study. Based on the partially reconstructed data,
events corresponding to particular collisions can be assembled from the time-based data.
The original raw data are then replaced by these preprocessed data. This transformation
together with the application of lossless data compression algorithms will provide a data
volume reduction of a factor of 20 before data is passed onto the storage system.
Building on messaging solutions, the design and development of a flexible framework for
transparent data flow, online reconstruction, and data compression has started. The system
uses parallel processing on the level of processes and threads within processes in order to
achieve an optimal utilization of CPU cores and memory. Furthermore, the framework
provides the necessary abstraction to run common code on heterogeneous platforms including
various hardware accelerator cards.
We present in this contribution the first results of a prototype with estimates for scalability
and feasibility for a full scale system.
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Abstract ID : 441

Real-time alignment and calibration of the LHCb
Detector in Run2

Abstract

Stable, precise spatial alignment and PID calibration are necessary to achieve optimal
detector performances. During Run2, LHCb will have a new real-time detector alignment
and calibration to reach equivalent performances in the online and offline reconstruction.
This offers the opportunity to optimise the event selection by applying stronger constraints
as well as hadronic particle identification at the trigger level. The required computing
time constraints are met thanks to a new dedicated framework using the multi-core farm
infrastructure for the trigger. The motivation for a real-time alignment and calibration of
the LHCb detector is discussed from the operative and physics performance point of view.
Specific challenges of this configuration are discussed, as well as the designed framework and
its performance.
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Abstract ID : 446

org.lcsim: A Java-based tracking toolkit

Abstract

We describe a software toolkit for full event simulation and reconstruction in silicon tracking
detectors. It features modular packages providing sophisticated simulations of the response
of silicon detectors to the passage of charged particles. Sensor classes allow very detailed
descriptions of charge carrier movement in silicon detectors: one can list the collecting,
absorbing and reflecting regions, properties of silicon (doping, mobility, diffusion length,
etc.), and electric and magnetic fields (including TCAD maps). After the charge carriers
are generated and collected, the electronics simulation processes this into digital signals.
We have defined an interface to specify how any such simulation should communicate with
other parts of the package. Since details of signal processing are very sensor specific, it is
anticipated that any sensor option will have its own class handling such processing, but
we have implemented a number of readout technologies of interest to HEP detectors, such
as CCDs and active pixel devices. Common to all the specific electronics simulation are
the addition of electronics noise, propagation of the signal to readout, thresholding, and
digitization of the signal. The final output is then a list of electronics channels with their
corresponding ADC counts, and optionally the time for the signal, replicating the readout
from a real detector. We also provide code for cluster finding, pattern recognition, track-
finding and fitting, and analysis. The detector is defined by the same xml input files used
for the Geant4 detector response simulation, ensuring that simulation and reconstruction
geometries are always commensurate by construction. We describe an easy-to-use software
toolkit used to fully simulate all aspects of silicon trackers, from signal development in
pixels and microstrips, through pattern recognition and track fitting, to analysis. Originally
developed within the context of collider detector development for the ILC, it is being used
by the Heavy Photon Search Detector, a fixed-target experiment at the Thomas Jefferson
National Laboratory. We will describe its use and performance in a running experiment.
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Abstract ID : 454

The Linear Collider Software Framework

Abstract

Detectors at future electron-positron linear colliders such as ILC or CLIC will require
unprecedentedly precise tracking, vertexing, and calorimetry in order to meet the ambitious
physics goals of the experimental program. The physics performance of different detector
geometries and technologies has to be realistically estimated. These assessments require
sophisticated and flexible full detector simulation and reconstruction software. At the
heart of the linear collider detectors lies the particle flow reconstruction. The goal of
unambiguously associating tracks and showers to individual particles requires the combination
of precise, lightweight trackers combined with fine-grained “imaging” calorimeters and
advanced clustering software. Detailed physics and detector optimization studies are taking
place in the CLICdp, ILD, and SiD groups. The similarities between the different detector
concepts allow for the use of common software tools. All the concepts share an event data
model and persistency format which enables the sharing of files and applications across
the concepts. Particle flow clustering, vertexing and flavor tagging is already provided by
standalone packages via lightweight interfaces. In the near future the geometry information for
all detector layouts will be provided by a common source for the simulation and reconstruction
programs, providing further re-use of software between the collaborations. In addition, a
track reconstruction package is currently under development. The sharing and development
of flexible software tools not only saves precious time and resources, the use of common tools
for different detectors also helps to uncover bugs or inefficiencies that would be harder to
spot without multiple users. The concept of generic software tools and some of the programs
themselves can be beneficial to experiments beyond the linear collider community.
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Abstract ID : 469

The GENFIT Library for Track Fitting and its
Performance in Belle II

Abstract

GENFIT is an experiment-independent, universal track-fitting package, available under
a free software license. It implements a variety of track-fitting algorithms and provides
the surrounding functionality needed by particle physics experiments: general handling
of detector hits, supplemented with example implementations for various detector types;
track extrapolation code; a track-data model allowing for flexible storage and track-level
operations such as the chaining of tracks from different subdetectors; residual calculation;
interfaces to alignment codes; track and fit visualization, which can also serve didactical
purposes. The package has been significantly overhauled and extended in the course of the
development of the Belle II software framework, taking into account lessons learned also in
the COMPASS, FOPI and PANDA experiments. GENFIT is particularly suited e.g. for
new experiments that want to be able to use track fits of simulated data already at early
stages in order to more realistically assess the impact of design choices. We will report on
the current status of the project, performance of the code within Belle II, and share some of
the lessons learned during the work on the project.
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Abstract ID : 488

Evaluation of ’OpenCL for FPGA’ for Data
Acquisition and Acceleration in High Energy Physics

applications

Abstract
The proposed upgrade for the Large Hadron Collider LHCb experiment at CERN envisages a
system of 500 Data sources each generating data at 100 Gbps, the acquisition and processing
of which is a challenge even for state of the art FPGAs. This challenge splits into two, the
Data Acquisition (DAQ) part and the Algorithm acceleration part, the later not necessarily
immediately following the former.
Looking first at the DAQ part, a Header Generator module was needed to packetize the
streaming data coming in from the front-end electronics of the detectors, for easy access
and processing by the servers. This necessitates FPGA architectures that not only handle
the data generated by the experiment in real-time but also dynamically adapt to potential
inadequacies of other components, such as the network and PCs, while ensuring system
stability and overall data integrity. Since the data source has no flow control, this module
needs to modify the stream data by dropping datasets in a controlled fashion in the event of
receiving a back pressure signal from the downstream modules. Also needed was a front-end
source emulator capable of generating the various data patterns, that can act as a test bed
to validate the functionality and performance of the Header Generator. Such a system was
earlier designed and realized in VHDL. The results from this were presented as a paper,
‘Dynamically Adaptive Header Generator and Front-End Source Emulator for a 100 Gbps
FPGA based DAQ’ presented at the IEEE Real-Time Conference earlier in 2014 (RT2014).
While this process has been traditionally carried out using hardware description languages
(HDLs), the possibility exists of using OpenCL to design a DAQ system. This has the
potential to simplify development for physicists using the tools, who are more familiar with
traditional software as opposed to HDLs, so they can understand the system and make
modifications in the future. This is challenging due to fact that the OpenCL language is
designed for Parallel Processing and not really targeted at real-time DAQ and there are
major challenges in representing the cycle-accurate data acquisition and processing system
in OpenCL. However, OpenCL for FPGAs may be applicable from a high level synthesis
perspective. Achieving this will enable the movement of the entire FPGA design flow for
High Energy Physics applications to OpenCL, rather than just the algorithm acceleration
portion that involves parallel processing.
For the algorithm acceleration part, the Hough transformation will be implemented in
OpenCL. This is a method to reconstruct lines from points in 2D/3D space and can be
used to identify particle tracks from hits in the VELO detector elements. Variations of this
algorithm are also used for feature identification on the data from other detectors too.
This work explores the feasibility of implementing Data Acquisition and Processing system
on OpenCL and evaluates the performance of this OpenCL implementation with the HDL
based implementation. Development is using the Altera OpenCL compiler for FPGA.
This work was is funded under ICE-DIP, a European Industrial Doctorate project in the
European Community’s 7th Framework programme Marie Curie Actions under grant PITN-
GA-2012-316596.
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Abstract ID : 502

The ALICE High Level Trigger, status and plans

Abstract

The ALICE High Level Trigger (HLT) is an online reconstruction, triggering and data
compression system used in the ALICE experiment at CERN. Unique among the LHC
experiments, it extensively uses modern coprocessor technologies like general purpose graphic
processing units (GPGPU) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) in the data flow.
Real-time data compression is performed using a cluster finder algorithm implemented on
FPGA boards. These data, instead of raw clusters, are used in the subsequent processing
and storage, resulting in a compression factor of around 4. Track finding is performed
using a cellular automaton and a Kalman filter algorithm on GPGPU hardware, where
both CUDA and OpenCL technologies can be used interchangeably. The ALICE upgrade
requires further development of online concepts to include detector calibration and stronger
data compression. The current HLT farm will be used as a test bed for online calibration
and both synchronous and asynchronous processing frameworks already before the upgrade,
during Run 2.
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Abstract ID : 510

The Heavy Photon Search Experiment Software
Environment

Abstract

The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) is an experiment at the Thomas Jefferson National
Accelerator Facility (JLab) designed to search for a hidden sector photon (A’) in fixed target
electroproduction. It uses a silicon microstrip tracking and vertexing detector inside a dipole
magnet to measure charged particle trajectories and a fast electromagnetic calorimeter
just downstream of the magnet to provide a trigger and identify electrons. As the first
stage of this project, the HPS Test Run apparatus was constructed and operated in 2012
to demonstrate the experiment’s technical feasibility and to confirm that the trigger rates
and occupancies were as expected. The full detector is currently being installed and will
be commissioned starting in November, 2014. Data taking is expected to commence in
the spring of 2015. The HPS experiment uses both invariant mass and secondary vertex
signatures to search for the A’. The overall design of the detector follows from the kinematics
of A’ production which typically results in a final state particle within a few degrees of the
incoming beam. The occupancies of sensors near the beam plane are high, so high-rate
detectors, a fast trigger, and excellent time tagging are required to minimize their impact.
The trigger comes from a highly-segmented lead-tungstate crystal calorimeter located just
downstream of the dipole magnet. The detector was fully simulated using the flexible and
performant Geant4-based program slic (abstract 445, this conference). Simulation of the
readout and the event reconstruction itself were performed with the Java-based software
package org.lcsim (abstract 445, this conference).. The simulation of the detector readout
includes full charge deposition, drift and diffusion in the silicon wafers, followed by a detailed
simulation of the readout chip and associated electronics. Full accounting of the occupancies
was performed by overlaying the expected number of beam backgrounds. Track, cluster and
vertex reconstruction for both simulated and real data will be described and preliminary
comparisons of the expected and measured detector performance will be presented. We will
begin with an overview of the physics goals of the experiment followed by a short description
of the detector design. We will then describe the software tools used to design the detector
layout and simulate the expected detector performance. Finally, the event reconstruction
chain will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 512

The Pattern Recognition software for the PANDA
experiment

Abstract

PANDA is an antiproton-proton experiment that will run at center-of-mass energies from
2.25 to 5.46 GeV at the new facility FAIR in Darmstadt, Germany. In order to achieve
the broad range of physics goals of PANDA, a triggerless data acquisition and a high
luminosity (20 MHz interaction rate) are necessary. This talk will concentrate on the Pattern
Recognition software of the experiment. This software will use the information of all tracking
devices in PANDA, namely a microvertex detector (10 ns signal time resolution), straw tube
subdetectors (170 ns signal collection time), a GEM detector (few tens of ns time resolution),
a fast scintillator tile system (100 ps time resolution), and several planes of gas proportional
drift chambers. The absence of a hardware trigger, on one hand, gives maximum flexibility
in the selection of events of interest, and on the other hand, poses severe requirements to the
pattern recognition code: 1- it has to be very fast to keep up with the 20 MHz interaction
rate; 2- it must be very efficient in finding tracks and very selective in rejecting ghost tracks
caused by the large signal collection time of the straw systems combined with the 20 MHz
interaction rate makes possible the (wrong) assignment of a hit to several physics events. In
this talk the ideas and the various algorithms explored in the Pattern Recognition to tackle
those challenges will be shown.
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Abstract ID : 514

An artificial retina processor for track reconstruction
at the full LHC crossing rate

Abstract

The INFN-RETINA is an R&D project aimed at developing and implementing a parallel
computational methodology allowing to reconstruct events with hundred of charged-particle
tracks in pixel and silicon strip detectors at 40 MHz, thus suitable for processing LHC events
at the full crossing frequency. For this purpose we design and test a massively parallel
pattern-recognition algorithm, inspired by studies of the processing of visual images by the
brain as it happens in nature. We find that high-quality tracking in large detectors is possible
with sub-microseconds latencies when this algorithm is implemented in modern, high-speed,
high-bandwidth FPGA devices. This opens a possibility of making track reconstruction
happen transparently as part of the detector readout. The detailed geometry and charged-
particle activity of a large already-built tracking detector are simulated and used to assess
the performance of an artificial retina processor prototype at the current available silicon
readout frequency of 1MHz. TEL62 boards, equipped with 4 Altera Stratix III FPGAs
providing the adequate computing power, are used for the processing stage of the prototype.
In addition, a silicon telescope detector consisting of 8 layers of single-sided silicon strip
detectors with 512 strips each, with a size of about 10 cm x 10 cm and the strip pitch of 183
microns, has been built to perform a full realistic test of the artificial retina processor. We
report on the first results of such fast tracking device based on test with simulated LHC
events, cosmic rays and on a particle beam.
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Abstract ID : 517

40-Gbps Data-Acquisition System for NectarCAM

Abstract
The CTA experiment will be the next generation ground-based gamma-ray instrument. It
will be made up of approximately 100 telescopes of at least three different sizes, from 6 to
24 meters in diameter.
The previously presented prototype of a high speed data acquisition (DAQ) system for
the Cherenkov Telescope Array has become concrete within the NectarCAM project, one
of the most challenging camera projects due to his 40-Gbps average output rate on 265
Ethernet 1000baseT links, bundled to 40Gbps on SFP+ links and reduced to 10Gbps after
event-building. Design constraints included procurement of a maximum of components as
COTS products for an operation period of at least 30 years. Hence the results of the generic
hardware characterisation are supposed to serve as a reference for similar setups.
Tests of single components and the whole data acquisition chain have been carried out
with standard network analysing tools as well as a purpose-built SBC cluster providing 320
physical gigabit Ethernet ports. In order to mimic the total synchronicity (some nanoseconds)
of the 265 camera front-end modules, we implemented a light-weight PTP synchronisation
that can synchronise the outputs of all boards to an average of approximately 100ns. A
multi-purpose system with FPGA boards delivering Ethernet packets on 48 ports with the
same characteristics as the real front-end has completed specific aspects of our test. We
will present the results of all tests that could be performed ahead of the delivery of the first
complete real camera hardware foreseen for 2015.
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4-Dimensional Event Building in the First-Level
Event Selection of the CBM Experiment.

Abstract
The future heavy-ion experiment CBM (FAIR/GSI, Darmstadt, Germany) will focus on the
measurement of very rare probes at interaction rates up to 10 MHz with data flow of up to
1 TB/s. The beam will provide free stream of beam particles without bunch structure. That
requires full online event reconstruction and selection not only in space, but also in time,
so-called 4D event building and selection. This is a task of the First-Level Event Selection
(FLES).
The FLES reconstruction and selection package consists of several modules: track finding,
track fitting, short-lived particles finding, event building and event selection. Since all
detector measurements contain also time information, the event building is done at all stages
of the reconstruction process. The input data are distributed within the FLES farm in
a form of so-called time-slices, which time length is proportional to a compute power of
a processing node. A time-slice is reconstructed in parallel between cores within a CPU,
thus minimizing communication between CPUs. After all tracks of the whole time-slice are
found and fitted in 4D, they are collected into clusters of tracks originated from common
primary vertices, which then are fitted, thus identifying 4D interaction points registered
within the time-slice. Secondary tracks are associated with primary vertices according to
their estimated production time. After that short-lived particles are found and the full e
vent building process is finished. The last stage of the FLES package is a selection of events
according to the requested trigger signatures.
We describe in details all stages of the FLES package and present results of tests on many-
core computer farms with up to 3000 cores, focusing mainly on parallel implementations of
the track finding and the event building stages as the most complicated and time consuming
parts of the package. The track finding efficiency remains stable and the processing time
grows as a polynomial of second order with respect to the number of events in the time-slice.
The first results of J/psi selection are presented and discussed.
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